MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION OF PARLIAMENT TO PAY TRIBUTE TO DR. AMINA HERSI MOGHE UPON BEING AWARDED THE EUROPEAN CEO AWARD, ENTREPRENEUR OF THE YEAR AFRICA 2019.

(Moved under Rule 47 of the Rules of procedure of Parliament of Uganda)

WHEREAS the European CEO Awards celebrates leading players across the financial and technical sectors and recognizes CEOs whose innovations firmly position their companies;

AND WHEREAS Dr. Amina Hersi Moghe is an entrepreneur who has launched several multimillion-dollar projects in Uganda including Oasis Shopping Mall in Kampala’s central business district, the Laburnam Courts Apartments, Rabo Enterprises Limited, Kingstone Enterprises Limited, and Kingstone Namanve LCD;

AWARE that Dr. Amina through Horyal Investment Holding Company Limited established the first sugar factory in Northern Uganda known as Atiak sugar factory in Atiak, Amuru District; the factory is expected to bring revenue and development for the region and is as well championed as the first large scale industrial project for Northern Uganda;

NOTING that in recognition of Dr. Amina’s outstanding achievements, Dr. Amina Hersi Moghe was awarded the European CEO Awards 2019, Entrepreneur of the Year Africa;

COGNIZANT that the above award is important to Uganda as a nation as it shows that Uganda has developed its business sector and continues to grow as illustrated by the businesses established by Dr. Amina in Central and Northern Uganda and therefore deserves the recognition of this Parliament.

NOW THEREFORE be it resolved by this August House that-

[Signature]
1. Parliament collectively congratulates Dr. Amina Hersi Moghe for having received the prestigious award of European CEO Awards 2019, Entrepreneur of the Year Africa.

2. Parliament takes cognizance of the contribution and business strides made by Dr. Amina Hersi Moghe in the development of Uganda; and

3. Government replicates Dr. Amina Hersi Moghe’s investment model that involves the indigenous population in contributing to the development of their community.

I beg to move

MOVED BY: Hon. Atim Ogwal Cecilia Barbra
DWR, Dokolo District

SECONDERs:
1. Hon. Pamela Kamugo Nasiyo
DWR, Budaka District

2. Hon. Anthony Akol
MP, Kilak North Country